RINGGOLD INFOGRAPHICS
559,347
RECORDS IN THE IDENTIFY DATABASE

COVERAGE BY REGION

- Asia: 16.8%
- Europe: 25.3%
- Americas: 48.1%
- Africa & Middle East: 4.9%

COVERAGE BY SECTOR

- Academic: 200,000
- Corporate: 150,000
- School: 100,000
- Other: 50,000
- Public: 0

TOP 5 U.S. STATES
BY NUMBER OF RECORDS

1. CA
2. NY
3. TX
4. PA
5. IL

TOP 10 COUNTRIES
BY NUMBER OF RECORDS

1. US
2. UK
3. India
4. Japan
5. Germany
6. Canada
7. Australia
8. China
9. France
10. Italy

FAST FACTS

- 30 INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE EXPERTS VERIFYING DATA
- 31,906 RECORDS UPDATED IN 2021
- 18,443 RECORDS CREATED IN 2021

RECORD METADATA

- 146,032 RECORDS CONTAIN STAFF NUMBERS
- 9,258 RECORDS CONTAIN NUMBERS OF DOCTORS
- 22,819 RECORDS CONTAIN NUMBERS OF HOSPITAL BEDS
- 533,668 RECORDS CONTAIN AN OFFICIAL URL

30% IN THE IDENTIFY DATABASE

- Americas: 49.1%
- Europe: 29.3%
- Asia: 16.8%
- Africa & Middle East: 4.9%
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